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1. Introduction  

OEG Offshore (OEG) is committed to ensuring that all of its activities are conducted in accordance with all 
applicable legal and regulatory requirements and the highest standards of ethical business conduct. It is the 
responsibility of all OEG employees to ensure that none of OEG’s businesses engage in practices which 
infringe legal or regulatory requirements or which fall below the highest standards of ethical business 
conduct.  
 
Any OEG employee engaging in business practices which infringe legal or regulatory requirements or fall 
below the highest standards of ethical business conduct may be subject to disciplinary action which may 
lead to dismissal and may face personal criminal or civil liability. It is the responsibility of all OEG employees 
to ensure that they report any infringement or suspected infringement of legal or regulatory requirements 
or the highest standards of ethical business conduct involving OEG to their line manager or otherwise in 
accordance with the OEG ‘Whistle Blowing’ Policy. 
 
Our reputation, credibility and business ethics are of great importance and is the result of years of hard work 
by all our Employees. OEG has adopted a Zero Tolerance approach towards any breaches of this Competition 
Compliance Policy, an approach which is fully supported by the OEG Executive Board. 
 

2. Policy objectives  

OEG is committed, together with all of its Directors and employees of all levels, to complying with all 
applicable competition laws in the countries in which we operate.  
 
The fundamental objective of competition law is to prevent anti-competitive behaviour by businesses and 
individuals which may be to the detriment of customers and competitors. 
 
Breach of competition legislation can expose OEG to the risk of substantial fines, civil claims, reputational 
damage, imprisonment of employees and directors’ disqualification.  
 
Given the variety of jurisdictions within which OEG operates, it is impossible in this policy to provide specific 
advice relevant to all markets and jurisdictions and individual businesses should, in conjunction and 
consultation with the OEG Senior Management, seek local expert legal advice as appropriate. 
 
However, the most prevalent forms of anti-competitive behaviour typically derive from;  
 
 Agreements, arrangements or other practices; or  
 Abuse of a dominant position  

 
Should it be established that the Company has been involved in the infringement of competition laws, 
adverse consequences for the Company and individuals could include: 
 

a. Significant fines on the Group or subsidiaries;  
b. Criminal prosecution of individuals, which may result in fines and/or imprisonment;  
c. Risk of legal actions for compensation;  
d. Contracts being declared unenforceable;  
e. The Company being prohibited from participation in tenders;  
f. Expensive and lengthy investigations;  
g. Director disqualification/dismissal of employees; and  
h. PR impact/reputational damage. 
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3. Scope 

This policy applies to all legal entities of the OEG Group, joint venture companies, has a majority stake in or 
has overall operational control of. It is concerned with ensuring that the OEG Group complies with the 
competition laws of all the jurisdictions in which we operate.  
 

4. Delivering our objectives  

OEG will make arrangements to promote this Policy and make available adequate learning opportunities for 
employees to understand and therefore comply with any competition law obligations. Employees, who are 
directly involved in the following activities will be specifically trained on competition law compliance, as 
these staff members are potentially more at risk of breaching competition law by the nature of their role:  
 

a. Procurement / price setting / price setting policy / transfer pricing;  
b. Communication with customers and suppliers (verbal or written with respect to prices and services 

of any OEG Group company);  
c. Direct or indirect influence or input into customer and supplier agreements;  
d. Business sales;  
e. Trade association members;  
f. Public procurement law; and  
g. Exclusivity agreements.  

 

5. Governance 

The OEG Group Board provides oversight of this policy.  
 

6. Responsibilities 

This Policy applies to all individuals who are employed by, or carry out work on behalf of, any OEG Group 
company including contractors, temporary staff and agency workers.  
 

7. References  

 Supplier Code of Ethics Policy - OEG-Global-Pol-005  
 Employee Code of Conduct - OEG-Global-Pol-009 
 Competition Compliance Guide - OEG-Global-Procd-005   
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